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INTRODUCTION

An experimental study of ground motion from explosions designed to remove overburden
in an open pit coal mine is reported. The purpose of this study is a characterization of these
ground motions in the distance range of several tens of meters to several kilometers. The
investigation has focused upon both single cylindrical scwrces with different explosive
configurations as well as arrays of charges in the production mode. Critical to this study of
source configuration and ccupling is experimental control of the individual explosions, the
timing of the explosions ard the geological properties. The height of the explosive
charges, their depth and charge distribution were monitored m the field. High speed
photography as well as velocity of’detonation mea..uwments were made on the multiple
explosion sollrce so tha! detonation of individual charges could be documented.

A series of single cylindrical sources provide the opportunity to investigate coupling
differences between the explosive charges. Different yields of both ANFO and Emulsion
explosives were used. Two tests were detonated with an air column or deck directly above
●he explosive while the remaining six, single shots were backfilled with stemming and drill
cuttings. The air decks were designed to investigate proposed enhanced motions from such
configurations. Observations were made as close as 50 m and as far as i0 km. This range
of measurements allows [he coupling of the explosive energy into the body and surface
wave component of motion to be quantified and characterized as a function of range.

A controlled multiple explosion was detonated using the same hole geometry as the single
explo~ions with the ANFO explosive. The key to this array of explosions is that high
speed photo! ,ani,y was conducted so that exact detonation times could be documented.
Velocity of detonation Records (VODR) were rmde in each of the holes in the array so that
explosive performance could bc monitored as well as a supplement to the high speed
photography detonatio]l ~inle data. A nuniber of researchers have suggested that the
constructive and destructive Interference in the frequency domain from multiple sourctx
delayed in time can be used as a discriminant between clar:destine nuclear explosions,
earthquakes and mining and quarry explosions. This controlled experiment will allow us to
address this question particularly with comparison to the singie explosion detonations.

The location of these tests was an tictive coal mine and so there was the opport~nity to
recover near-source data from three normal production shots of the mine. These
explosions range in total explosive size from 43,500 to 87,077 ihs. The design explosive
array and shot tirncs were n lade available. These larger events were recorded by the same
instrumeilt array that was dcsignal to quantify the smaller explosive tests.



SITE CHARACTERIZATION

The mine where these tests were conducted consisted of two benches which each rise 30-
40 feet above the floor of the mine. The geometry of the test site is shown in Figure 1.
The lower or first bench sits on a shale sequence with a thin weathered layer. The sources
and the accelemtion measurements nearest the sources were on this first bench. At a depth
of 35 to 40’ below the first bench, the oal seam of interest is located. Behind the first
be,,ch is a !acustrine layer that rises to the upper bench. The top or upper bench is where
ail the velocity measurements of the explosions were made (except those determined by
integrating the acceleration records).

P and SH refraction surveys were conducted on both the first and upper benches. The goal
in this initial survey was to explore the top 20-30 m of material. Station spacing was taken
to be 2 m because of the anticipated slow surfiice velocities. A twelve channel refraction
s~ismograph was used which gave ii receiver array length of 22 m. Source offsets of 2,
22, 42, 62 and 82 m were used to extend the source-receiver offset arrd allow overlap ifi
obsewations between individual source locations. The Betsy Seisgun (Figure 2a) was
used to generate the P waves while the SWIG (Shear Wave Impulsive Generator, Figure
2b) WaS used m generatethe shear waves. Both sources provided adequate signal to noise
ratios for the offsets in this study. A typical field record from the Betsy is given in Figure
3 along with the initial picks of arrival time. In this example, the S 1 source is the 2 m
offset while the S2 source is from the 22 m offset. As the diagram indicates, the last two
receiver locations for S 1 (22 & 24 m) overlap with the first two receiver locations for S2.
Arrival times were picked from forward and reverse P wave swticms recorded on both the
first and upper benches. Forward and reverse shear wave data were recovered only fmm
tne first bench.

J“ir.stZMKIZ Interprefutim: I’he forward (Figure 4a) and reverse (Figure 4b) P wave
sections in(iicate a simple kiycr over a half-space structure. The first layer which is ttle
weatherea ii]aterial has a velocity of 500 rrr/s with a layer thickrwss of 3.1 m determined
from both the crossover aistance and the zero offset time intercept. As the arrival time data
indicates, there is little evidence for any dip on this boundary. The shale which lies below
had a velocity of 2350 to 2450 rnh. Out to a total source-receiver offset of 100 m there is
no indication of deeper layering at the site from the refraction analysis.

The shear wave data L’so shows evidcncc of a shallow weathered layer with S velocities
between 235 and 250 rid:, which infers ti Poison’s ratio of 0.33. The layer thic!mess in the
forward S section (Figure 5a) is 1.2 m followed by a second layer 3.3 m thick, S velocity
ot’426 m/s. The dccpcst materialwhich corresponds to the shale was found to have a shear
velocity of 850 nl/s. The rtvcrscdsh~;ir wave section (Figure 5bj shows a somcwhut
sinlplcr picture with a top layer thickness of 3.6 in, a top layer velocity of 235 rn.is and iI
sh:ilc velocity of 1020 rids. In Mh thr forwitrd and rcvcrscd proiilcs. the shale S
velocities are low lcadinp, to Poison’s rutio betwcerr 0.43 and 0.38. “f’hedifference in the
layer thicknesses and vcl{~citic~dctcrnlincd by the forward find reversed shear wtive
sections mtiy bc indiciltivc t)f”dip a! this boundary although the tigrccmcnt of the two P
wave seclions argues against such tin intcqmttition. CMthe strength of the P wave data,
[hc first bench velocity nl(xlcl given in l:igure 6 is ptwposcd. ‘1’hcwcuthcrcd !ayer is
rcla[ivtly thin (3. I n)) and S!{JW(VP=5(N)rids, vs=250 nd~) tind is underlain by the faster
sha]c in which the tlliiS(illg is cofldllclcd. ‘rh~Sllill(’sin this region arc CSti IlliitCd to tliiVC iill

il\’L’IilgL’ P vcl(lcity 01 24(K) 111/s:Ind ii Pois(m’s rati~l of 0.3° indictitivr of I(nl shcur W’il\’C

spuds ( 1000 111/s).
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EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION

UPPER BENCH
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The Betsy Seisgun sow ce. The figwe depicts the loading position

with the breech open on the left and the firing position with the

breech engaged on titheright. The source is activated by pulling the

firing pin located above the br~ech.
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FIRST BENCH REFRACTION
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Figure 6



Upper Bench hzterpretation: The refraction experiment was repeated on the upper bench
where many of the seismic observations of the blasting were made. First arrival time data
from the P source were determined and plotted for the forward (Figure 7a) and reverse
(Figure 7b) sections. A near surface weathered layer is again identified with a thickness of
3.7 m and a P velocity of 570 rrds. This refraction profde was taken along side a road and
these measurements may characterize the combined effects of the road bed and the
weathered layer. Directly beneath the weathered layer the lacustrine material is
encountered. The compressional velocity in these sediments is 1600 mk with a layer
thickness between 14 to 16 m. The shale is encountered below this material with a velocity
estimate from the upper bench of’2600 m/s. This velocity is slightly higher (89%)than that
found on the first bench. The difference is small and might be attributed to greater
overburden stresses in the upper bench. Marginal shear wave data were recovered from the
upper bench and so Poisson’s ratio from the shale was used to estimate the lacustrine
deposit shear wave velocity. The final model for the upper bench is given in Figure 8.
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UPPER BENCH REFRACTION



EX?LOSlON DESCRIPTION - SINGLE SHOTS

With the support of the mine, a number of single, cylindrical sources were detonated. The
purpose of this portion of the expcrinwnt was to investigate the importance of explosive
type, depth and emplacement technique on the radiated waveforms Eight single shot
experiments were conducted with the details of the charge design given in Figure 9. Two
different explosives ANFO (shots T-1,4,5 &7) and Emulsion (T-2,3,6& 8) were used.
All boreholes were 12.25” in diarnetcr. The spatial location of the eight single test shots
and the test production, array(discussed in next section) are diagramed in Figure 10.

Tests T-1 and T-7 were conduc[ed with nearly the same amount of ANFO and similar
emplacement techniques (o investigate reproducibility between shots. T-2 and T-8 were
conducted for similar comparison using Emulsion. The effect of charge siTe was also
investigated, T-4 had 3 1/3 [imcs more AJJFO than did T-7 and 2.5 times more than T-:.
In the case of the emulsion cxrlosivc, T-8 and T-2 had 3 1/3 times as much explosive as T-
3. Two shots were emplaced with an air deck or column directly above the explosive, T-5
&6. The air volume was equal to the explosive volume.

Nonelectric detonators were used in all the experiments. All shot hole and seismic station
locations were surveyed wi[h a laser systcm. The seismic array fielded during these
experiments is diagrammcd in Figure 11. The stations designated with an open square
represent accelerwmctcrs and tire prccedcd with the designation B in all subsequent data
references. These instruments were deployed on the first bench. Three-component force-
balancc accelerometers were instailcd and recorded by a sixteen bit data acquisition system
sampling at 1000 sumplcs/s. Three velocity gages (three component) were installed closc-
in on the second bench and sampled at 1000 sanlples/s. Two additional velocity stations
wem emplaced at grea[cr distances and sampled at 250 sanlples/s (Figure 11). All velocity
gauges were Sprengncthcr S-6000’s with 2 Hz natural frequency. Since the station
installation was only done once, the data used and displayed in this report were rotated into
radiul, lransvcrsc wd vcrtic; ]lm~)ti(ms.
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EXPLOSIVE DESCRIPTION-EXPLOSIVE ARRAYS

A small production array wa.. the final controlled experiment conducted during this
investigation. The array of explosives is diagramrned in Figure 12a with the time delays
between individual holes included in the diagram. Two methods were employed to
document the actual delay times between individual charges. Shot line connected to the
detonator in each hole Wm brought to the surface directly above each explosion and coiled
so that the flash associated with the detonation could be recorded by high speed
photography. VODR’S from each explosive column were also recover’ fl from the
experiment so that the initiation and bum times (velocities) could be ful ~ler compared to the
design values. The two measurements of detonation time agreed with one another to within
2 msec. Figure 12b compares the observed and designed shot times for the production
array. Variations between the design and observed detonation times as large as 26 msec are
documented. The depth of each emplacement hole and the amount of explosive is given in
Figure 12c. As much as 12’ and m little as 4’ of each hole was loaded with ANFO. The
mean value was 6.5’ with a standard deviation Cf 1.1‘. The purpose of this e:iplosive array
was to bulk the in situ shale sequence so that it could be removed latter. The shots were
not designed to cast material into the mine.

While conducting the experimental single and production shots, three standard explosions
were detonated. These explosions were considerably larger than the experimental shots
and they were designed to cast the overburden. The designs of the three production shots
m-egiven in Figures 13a-c. The timing and spacing betwee~. individual charges is identical
for the three shots. The three shots are next to one another with nearly the same orientation
as well. The only difference between the shots are the hole depths with total exp!osive
weights of 43,500 lbs, 52,892 Ibs and 87,077 lbs.
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SINGLU SHOT AN.4LYSM

CMe of the primary goals of this investigation was to document ar y differences between the
single shot sources that could be attributed to the explosive performance. The
accelerometer array on the bench behind the shots was used for this comparison since the
effects of propagation path were minimized in this data set with the short source to receiver
offsets.

Characteristic accelerograms (Figure 14a) and velocity (Figure 14b) records a~e
reproduced. These waveforms have been rotated into vertical (Z), radial (R) and transverse
(T) motions relative to the source. The velocities are recovered from the ~ccelerograms
after removal of mean, high pass filtering (>3 Hz) and integration. Complete waveforms
from all the shots recorded during these experiments are included in a more extensive di\t~i

report. The example displayed was recorded at station B3SMU which is 235’ from ihe
source, T8. All three accelerograms show an impulsive first arrival followed by longer
period, secondary arrivals. The strong transverse motions argue that the source is not
cylindrically symmetric. The spwtra from each waveform demonstrate the dynamic range
and bandwidth characteristic of the data set. The signal is above the background noise
from near 1 Hz to beyond 200 Hz. The acceleration spectra peak near 10 Hz and decay at
higher frequencies. The spectral amplitudes above the corner frequency suggests that the
high frequency decay of the source function for these cylindrical explosions maybe in
excess of f-s.

The derived velocity waveforms emphmize the longer period portions of the disturbance as
demonstrated in Figure 14b. Where the largest amplitudes for the accelerograms were most
often found in the initial high frequency arrivals (probably P waves) the peaks in the
velocity records were found in the secondary, longer period arrival. Particle motion
analysis and comparisons between observations at different ranges from the same source
suggest that this arrival is a shew wave. It is particularly apparent on the two horizontal
components of motion and to a lesser degree on the vertical.

The sitnplest comparison between the different sources is an investigation of peak
amplitudes. Peak vertical and radial accelerations for all eight (Figure 9) of the single
explosiom recorded by the accelerometer array on the first bench (Figure 11 and Table 1)
are plotted in Figure 15a. The first thing to note in studying these data is the strong
separation between the solid symbols (red) and open symbols for the vertical accckmtions.
The solid symbols represent the largest explosions (T2-653 lbs emulsion, T4-434 lbs
ANFO and T8-653 lbs Emulsion). Within the scatter of the data it is difficult to separate
the.se three shots in terms of their peak acceleration. The smidler explosions represented by
the open symbols also group together supporting a power law decay. It is difficult to
identify strong peak acceleration differences between these five smaller explosions.

The riidial peak accelerations present a much more complex picture. Although the larger
explosions plot towards the upper end of the data set, there is strong mixing of the peak
amplitudes for ail explosions. Comparison of the vertical and radial results led us to an
investigation of the azimuthal radiation pattern from these explosions, Since the charges
are detonated so CIOSCto the free face that the vcrticiil free Face is f~iled, one might expect
that this l~ilurc process should have important implications on the radiated waveficld. As
demonstrated in the peak amplitude versus range results, there arc strong spatial decays
exhibited in the diitii that must be taken into account in orckr to investigate the uinmthal
raditition, Peak ridiid imd vertical accelerations from cuch of the eight single sources were
scaled by r’ iind then plotted at their tizimuthid locution around the explosion, The results
for the vetlkvil iiccclcrogrims arc given in l:igurc 16a and those for the rwiial in Figutc 16b.
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In these plots the azimuthal location of each data poinl is represented with respect to strike
of the free face which is designated by the label for each explosion (e.g., T] ). The
amplitude of the peak acceleration at each station is represented by the radial location of
each point. A straight line connects each of the data points. The observations cover
approximate y 18(Y and fall to the left of all the plots since alI acccelcrometers were
installed behind the explosion on the first bench. The vertical accelerations which exhibited
the clearest separation of the different explosions and the simplest decay with rzmge also
show a simple isotropic radiation pattern. There is some sci~tter in the data but in general all
eight vertical radiation patterns are symmetric ml cqud. The radial (Figure 1(ib) and
transverse (not shown) radiation patterns are quite different. These show enhanced
amplitudes at the stations with azimuths sub-parallel to the free face and reduced amplitudes
for the stations at right angles to the free fiacc. The intcracticm of the explosion with the free
Fice in these tests appears to focus energy along travel paths near the fttce and decrease
amplitudes at right angles. These radiation patterns make it c!car why the peak radial
acceleration ve-sus range plots were so difficult to inlcrprct. Since the sources moved and
the accelerorr eter array remained fixed, the portion oft hc wavcfield that a particular station
sampled changed from shot to shot thus producing peak amplitude comparisons that were
complex.

To further investigate source induced differences in the ground motion data, the smaller
explosions were used in a refined look at the peak umplitudc data. Figure 17a contains the
peak acceleration data for the smaller ANFO (solid rcd symbol, T 1&T7), emulsion (solid
blue, T3), ANFO with air deck (open rcd symbol, T5) and emulsion with air deck (open
blue symbol, T6J. It is difficult to identify systematic diffcrcnccs in the peak acceleration
data according to this source division.

The effects of propagation path on the waveforms rccovercd during this experiment arc
illustrated with the velocity records from shot T8 at sttition L2S3 (2731 ft) in Figure 18 and
in Figure 19 for Station S (SS) at 20350 ft. “rhc velocity waveforms observed at B3SMU
(Figure 14b), L2S3 (Figure 18) and SS (Figure 19) each represents an order of magnitude
increase in propagation distance. ‘rhcrc is over tin order of magnitude decrease in peak
amplitude from B3SMU to L2S3 and nearly two orders of magnitude decrease to SS. The
duration of the waveform at L2S3 is incrcuscd nearly tcn fold over that observed at
133SMU. The duration at SS is only slightly incrcascd. The waveforms at L2S3 show the
strong effects of energy trapped within the lacustrinc Iaycr. The spectm are somewhat
narrower extending from just above 1 Hz to approximately 100 Hz. The spectra appear to
peak at a reduced frequency of 5-6 Hz. The rcduccd amplitudes at SS result in smaller
signal to noise ratios with the prc-event or cultural noise identifiable in the time plots. At
this farihcst range the spectra peak new 2 Hz, arc flat to tibout 10 Hz and then decay to
higher frequencies. one can emily identify strong propagation ptith effects in :fiese
oi~scwatirms. A follow-up study that more thoroughly invmtigutes these effects is
pliil’ltld.

Peak velocity data were also investigated in order to identify coupling differences. Figure
17b contains all the peak velocity data from the first bench showing the clear scpamtion of
the small ( 1,3,5,6,7) and Iargc (2,4,8) explosions on the vertical data. Figure 17c displays
only the small explosions. It is difficult to further separate the different sources although
the fully tamped shots suggest slightly higher ground motions in comparison to the
explosions with uir decks. The velocity dald after low puss filtering (below 20 Ilz) further
suggests dccrcascd ground motions for the air dcckcd charges. ‘rhcsc prcliminw-y results
wquirc fu[lhcr analysis but my support the contention tha( air decking rcduccs ground
l]lo(ions ut the Iowcr frcqucncics.
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PRODUCTION TEST SHOT ANALYSIS

In order to quantify the effects of individual detonation times and locations in an array of
explosions typical of mining operations, a small scale production shot was conducted on
the same bench as the single shots and documented with the same instrument array used in
the single explosion study. The individual charges in the explosive array were emplaced in
the same manner as the single sources.

The effect of shot time variations were investigated by calculating the spectra of a series of
impulse responses with both the design and observed delay times. Design and observed
shot times were taken from Figure 12b with the observed shot times determined by high
speed photography and VODll measurements as discussed earlier. The size of the
individual impulses was scaled by the relative sizes of the individual charges in the array
(Figure 12 c). This process assumes that the individual charges superpose linearly and that
the source time function for each of the individual charges is identical. The modeled
spectra between Oand 20 Hz for both the design and observed shot times is given in Figure
20. There is little difference between the two spectra below 3 Hz. As the spectra indicate,
the long period part of the spectrum below 1-2 Hz reflects the total yield of the explosive
array. Frequencies above 4 Hz are reduced by nearly an order of magnitude for both the
observed and designed array. Significant differences are observed in the high frequency
portions of the spectra. The large spectral holes produced by the regular pattern in the
design delay times near 4 a~ld 10 Hz are completely destroyed by the variations in the
observed detonation times. These results suggest that standard variations in production
blasting caps can have a significant impact on observed ground motions at frequencies
above 3 Hz. The difference between the design and observed spectra at 3 Hz is a factor of
4 while the difference at 10 Hz is over ii factor of 10. Despite the fact that the observed
detonation pattern resulted in increased s~ctral energy at the high frequencies, the
predicted spectral amplitudes at the high frequencies are still substantially reduced from
those observed at frequencies below 2 Hz.

The effects of the multiple charges in the production shot were further investigated using
the observed grou~ld tnotion records from both the single shots and the array. The single
shot waveforms arc used as Green’s functions for the explosive array with the seismogram
for the single shot delayed, scaled and summed according to the chamctcristics of the
explosive array. Two stations, L2S3 and SS, were used to make this comparison. L2S3
is at approximately 413 m mnge and SS is at 6187 m. Data from the accelerometer array on
the bench was excluded from this study since the source to receiver propagation di!,tanccs
wet-c compamb]e to the size of the explosive array and the spatial iinitcncss of the array
must bc taken into account in this case. For both the observation points iinalyzed the
assumption is nude that source finiteness in space is unimportant. This iissumption will
have to reinvestigated in a more cxtcnsivc study that includes the analysis of the
acccleromctcr duta from thc first bench,

Ncarl y the first eight seconds ( I(NO satnplcs/s) of data from T8 and TPS(tcst production
shot ) arc displiiycd for the vertical cornpcmcnt of L2S3 in Figure 21 u. In addition to these
two obscrvutions, the prcdictcd TPS wavc!orm using T8 as the Green’s func[ion with both
observed and designed delay times is given. All plots are made to the same scidc so that
direct comparisons can be rniidc, The production test shot produced peak amplitudes in
velocity that were 2.2 times greater than the single shot results. Using the single shot
waveforms and superimposing using the design delay times the resulting synthetic was
only 1.3 times greater than the single shot result. Superposition using the (Jbscrvcd delay
tinws pr(duccd a synthetic which was 1.6 tinlcs grctitcr thirn the single sht)t waveforms in
closer i]~[CClllC[lt with the observations. Since the peak amplitudes in these obs~rviiti(~tls
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are in the high frequency body waves, the simple spectral models that were discussed
earlier support the underprediction of the superposition with the design delay times. The
secondary, longer period arrivals following the body waves are overpredicted for both the
source models although the misfit is the worst for the model with the actual delay times.
Comparison of the amplitudes of this phase for T8 and TPS shows that there is very little
enhancement of these phases for the multiple explosion source. This aspect of the
waveform modeling needs further study with consideration of the various assumptions that
are included in the model - linear superposition, similar source time functions and no
source spatial effects. Spectra were computed for the four waveforms displayed in Figure
21a and are given in Figure21 b. The source size difference is most apparent between 1
and 3 Hz. The single shot spectra is reduced from both the observed and synthetic multiple
shot spectra. The large spectral holes that are predicted by the design superposition ( 4 and
10 Hz) are not found in the observations which are closely modeled by the sptitra using
the observed shot times for superposition. It is interesting that in the frequency band from
3 to 11 Hz that the spectral amplitudes from the single shot (T8) and the two superposition
models are nearly a factor of two larger than the multiple explosion observations. This
frequency domain result is related to the time domain observation that the secondary phases
were too large in all the superposition models.

The T8 and TPS vertical velocity waveforms at the SS (6187 m) as well as the iwo
superposition models are given in Figure 22 a. The data were sampled at 250 samples/s in
this case 20 seconds of data displayed. At this more distant source-receiver comparison,
the TPS body and secondary surface waves are 1.3 times larger than T8. The time domain
comparisons illustrate a strong frequency shift to lower frequencies in the secondary
Sv/surfiice wave arrival while the frequency content of the body waves appears unaffected.
The superposition with the actual delay times slightly overestim~tes the peak velocities for
the body waves (1.8) and the surf~ce waves ( 1,7). The body wave comparison is
dominated by a single large swing and if the average envelop for the superposition with
actual delay times is compared to the TPS data the peaks are nearly identical. The
superposition with the design delay times underestimates the amplitudes of the body waves
(1, 1) and overestimates the surface wtive amplitudes ( 1.9).

Spectral comparisons of the data and the synthetics at SS are displayed in Figure 22 b.
Again the major difference between the single shot and the shot arrays is at frequencies
below 3 Hz where the total charge size can be estimated as suggested by the simple delta
function synthetics discussed earlier (Figure 20), The large spectral holes near 4 and 10 Hz
predicted by the design delay pattmn are ugain missing from the data. Absolute amplitude
comparisons bet wcen the TPS o!~Icrvations and the two sets ofs ynthet ics w-c much bet[cr
thun the comparison at 1.2S3 (suggesting t!wt at this closer station thiitthe finite sputial size
of Ihc explosive iirriiy tny need to be taken into iiCCount where it is ICSSimportant at this
gKiltW distuncc).
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PRODUCTION SHOT ANALYSIS

The final portion of our study was the monitoring of several of the mines normal
production shots for overburden removal. These explosions were larger in yield than our
experimental shots and consisted of total explosive weights between 43,500 to 87,077 lbs.
The purpose of this final part of the experimental work was to document source
repeatability as observed in the ground motion records in the time and f~quency domain.
The three production shots that were recorded all had the same design time and spatial
characteristics (Figure 13a-c) although they did have different total explosive weight.
These production shots were within 76 m of one another, all along the same face of the
mine. Figure 23 compares the predicted spectral modulation from the explosive array
design with the observed vertical velocity spectm from SS at a range of 26203’. While one
would exp:ct to be able to identify strong spectral modulation based upon the array design,
the data does not support such an interpretation. This comparison is similar to that found
for the test production shot and the difference in that case was attributed partially to the
variation between design and actual detonation times. Unfortunately in the full scale
production shots, we have no direct measmemcnts of individual explosion times.

The three shots were detonated on the same day and recorded by the seismic array installed
for the experimental work. The first two shots had nearly identical total charge weight.
The third shot in the series had deeper emplacement holes and thus a total charge weight of
87,077 nearly twice that of the first two. Comparison between the vertical velocities at SS
forthethree production shots, the test production shot and the single shot T8 is made in
Figure 24 a. As Figure 11 indicates the three production shots were detonated in a different
portion of the mine than T8 and TPS. Considering the similarities in the designs of the
three explosion in the production sequence, it is surprising to note the great deal of
variability observed at SS for these three events. Twelve seconds of data are displayed in
the plot with the first four seconds of the body wave amivals focused upon in Figure 24 b.
All three of the explosions appear quite different in both the body and surfi~ce wave
arrivals. A more quantitiitive exploration of the similarities and differences in the three
shots will include the estimation of coherence between the records. Both the amplitude and
the phasing of the different arrivals are quite different even when comparing the first two
shots which were of similar size.

The spectra for the three prod~:tion shots observed on the vertical velocity gage at SS are
reproduced in Figure 24c. The strong variation between the individual time functions is
also retlected in the spectra. It is difficult to separate the three explosions according to
source strength between 1 and 6 Hz. At the higher frcqucncics (>6 Hz) the third explosion
dominates with spectral amplitudes increased by as much M a fiactor of 6.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preliminary task of characterizing the geological and geophysical properties of the
explosion sites have been completed. Both P and S velocities for the shales and lacustrine
deposits were determined and related to the various benches in the mine. The next step in
this pm of the study is to begin the development of synthetic seismograms for this
structure.

The experimental program has documented variations within individual cylindrical charges,
a portion of which is attributable to the size of the single charge. Variations attributable to
the explosive type or emplacement technique were more subtle and difficult to discern in the
raw acceleration or velocity data. Additional amplitude variations particularly apparent on
radial and transverse observations may be indicative of azimuthal variations in@duced by
the proximity of the free face to the cylindrical charge. We intend to extend our analysis of
the single charge data in order to resolve these effects including the investigation of
waveform variations in different frequency bands. Application of the synthetic models
should help with the interpretation of this data.

Variations between design and actual detonation times have been documented with both
high speed photography and velocity of detonation measurenients. These observations
coupled with single source empirical Green’s functions have allowed us to assess the
importance of these variations on the observational data. At the high frequencies (>3 Hz)
the sharp peaks and troughs predicted by the design delay times are destroyed by the shot
time variations resulting in observed spectra which reflect a strong contribution from
propagation path effects. The synthetics that were compared to the observational data did
not take into account the difference in spatial locations fo~ the individual charges. This
secondary effect needs investigation prior to reaching any conclusions about these
controlled experiments.

Significant differences in waveforms from different production shots within a single
mining operation are observed, These differences extend to frequencies as low as 1 to 2
Hz. Three production shots with identical explosion spacing and design detonation time
fired within 76 m and 20 minutes of one another produce quite different waveforms and
spectra. Some of the differences may bc ti[tributed to departures of the actual detonation
times from the design timec. Unfortunately there is no documentation of actual shot times
in these production shots. The other major difference between the shots is that the third
explosion had shot holes that were nearly twice as deep aYthe first two and thus the
explosive weight was larger by a frictor of two,
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